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SUMMARY 
When used to power medium-range transport aircraft cruising at Mach 0.8, 
advanced turboprops offer a 10 to 20 percent fuel saving relative to advanced 
turbofans and a 5 to 10 percent DOC advantage with.15.8c/liters (60C/gallon) 
fuel. Because of this attractive potential, NASA began the Advanced Turboprop 
Program in fiscal year 1978 as the sixth major part of its Aircraft Energy Ef- 
ficiency Program. In the two previous fiscal years, NASA supported, as part of 
its R&T base program, some turboprop-powered transport studies, some wind tun- 
nel aerodynamic and acoustics tests of model propellers (0.62 m in diameter), 
a study of turboprop maintenance, and an experimental wind-tunnel program on 
airframe-turboprop interactions. This paper reviews each of these areas and 
describes plans for continued development of the technology for advanced turbo- 
prop transport aircraft. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Advanced Turboprop Program is one of six major technology programs 
that compose the NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program (ref. 1). It is in- 
tended to demonstrate the technology readiness for efficient, reliable, and ac- 
ceptable operation of turboprop-powered commercial transports at cruise speeds 
up to Mach 0.8 and at altitudes above 9.144 km (30 000 ft). This technology 
would also apply to possible new military aircraft requiring long-range and 
long-endurance subsonic capability. 
The Advanced Turboprop Program grew out of studies of low-energy- 
consumption aircraft engines. These studies, which- ran from 1974 to 1976, were 
conducted, under contract to Lewis, by General Electric (refs. 2 and 3) and 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (refs. 4 and 5). The objectives of these studies were 
to identify and evaluate ways to reduce fuel consumption in current and future 
subsonic transport engines. Among the conclusions was this: The most prom- 
ising unconventional engine concept is an advanced turboprop, which may permit 
a 15- to 20-percent fuel saving compared with the projected fuel usage of an 
advanced turbofan engine. This conclusion prompted, in late 1975, NASA R&T 
studies of high-speed propellers (the High-Speed Propeller Technology program). 
By 1977 enough progress had been made in propeller technology to justify the 
start of phase I of the Advanced Turboprop Program. The planning of the Ad- 
vanced Turboprop Program and the status of research in advanced turboprops as 
of July 1977 are discussed in reference 6. 
This paper, an update of reference 6, reviews results obtained since 
July 1977. It includes propeller efficiency data from three sets of propeller 
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blades tested in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot wind tunnel, propeller-wing interaction 
drag obtained in the Ames Research Center 14-foot wind tunnel using a propeller 
slipstream simulator, final cost figures from a study of turboprop-system re- 
liability and maintenance costs , and recent estimates of fuel savings and 
direct-operating-cost (DOC) savings for turboprop-powered transports compared 
with projected fuel usage and cost for turbofan-powered transports. 
MAJOR AREAS OF ADVANCED TURBOPROP PROGRAM 
The four major areas involved in the Advanced Turboprop Program - the 
propeller and nacelle, cabin environment, installation aerodynamics, and me- 
chanical components - are shown in figure 1. These areas interact, and all con- 
tributed to the program goals of low fuel consumption, low operating cost, and 
passenger acceptance. 
The propeller and its nacelle must be designed to achieve high efficiency 
for cruise at speeds up to Mach 0.8 above 9.144 km (30 000 ft). The propeller 
blades will be very thin and have swept leading edges in order to minimize com- 
pressibility losses. The spinner and nacelle will be shaped to minimize 
choking and compressibility losses , especially near the blade roots. The suc- 
cessful application of these concepts will result in higher propeller effi- 
ciencies. This, of course, will contribute to both low fuel consumption and 
low operating cost, since fuel accounts for such a large fraction of operating 
cost. 
In a later section, Propeller Efficiency, the propeller data obtained from 
three sets of blades tested in the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel will be dis- 
cussed; the plans for testing four more sets of Blades before selecting the 
propeller design for large-scale propeller development in phase II of the Ad- 
vanced Turboprop Program will also be discussed. 
The sketch at the lower right of figure 1 labeled "cabin environment" re- 
minds us that the fuselage is in the direct noise field of the propeller 
(whereas the inlet duct of a turbofan shields the fuselage from fan noise). 
The propeller tips may be slightly supersonic at the Mach 0.8 cruise condition, 
resulting in a relatively high noise level. The noise level must be attenuated 
by the cabin wall in order to provide a quiet cabin environment. Since it is 
likely that additional airframe weight will be needed to achieve the required 
attentuation, the quiet cabin environment is achieved at the expense of fuel 
economy and operating cost. Just how much is not known at this time. 
Included in the section Propeller Noise and Fuselage Attenuation will be 
a discussion of early noise data obtained by simulating Mach 0.8 cruise condi- 
tions, plans to obtain more reliable noise data in flight at Mach 0.8, and a 
brief description of three fuselage structural concepts proposed for atten- 
uating propeller noise. 
At the lower left of figure 1 the sketch labeled "installation aerody-. 
namics" depicts an accelerated , swirling propeller slipstream flowing over a 
wing. Here, there is a potential for higher drag which would adversely affect 
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fuel consumption and operating cost. The increased Mach number of the flow 
over the wing segments washed by the propeller slipstream and the flow rotation 
in the propeller slipstream may cause large interference drag penalties in 
cruise. On the other hand, there is the possibility that fuel consumption and 
operating cost can be improved by special.tailoring of the wing segments washed 
by the propeller slipstream. The magnitude of swirl in the propeller slip- 
stream results in very substantial.losses in propeller efficiency which are.at- 
tributed to the swirl component of slipstream momentum. A properly designed 
wing in the slipstream can be expected to straighten the flow and to experience 
a corresponding thrust force. This resulting thrust force may offset or even 
exceed the drag penalties due to propulsion system/airframe interference. Be- 
cause of the complexity of the aerodynamic processes involved, detailed wind- 
tunnel testing and analysis will be required to provide reliable answers. 
These planned experimental and analytical programs are discussed in the 
Airframe-Propulsion System Integration section; also discussed are some early 
experimental results obtained.using a slipstream simulator. 
The sketch in the upper left shows the mechanical components of an advanced 
turboprop propulsion system. Two of the components are singled out as being 
especially important in achieving a low operating cost: the advanced propeller 
and its gearbox. For maximum direct operating cost advantage, their maintenance 
costs must be lower than the costs of earlier-design commercial turboprop air- 
craft. The final results from a study of turboprop-system reliability and 
maintenance costs are discussed in the Propeller and Gearbox Maintenance sec- 
tion. 
The most recent assessment of the fuel savings and the DOC savings of 
turboprop-powered transports is discussed in-the section Advanced Turboprop 
Aircraft Studies. 
Propeller Efficiency 
One aspect of the advanced turboprop system performance that required early 
experimental verification was the propeller aerodynamic efficiency. Test re- 
sults were needed to demonstrate that high efficiency at high cruise speeds 
could be obtained with advanced propeller designs that use thin blade sections. 
Three propeller models (62.23-cm (24.5-in.) in diam.) have been designed and 
are being tested in a wind tunnel to measure their performances. Two of the 
models, designated SR-1 and SR-2, were first tested by Hamilton Standard (under 
NASA contract) in a wind tunnel at United Technologies Research Center (UTRC; 
refs. 7 and 8). These two and a third model, SR-IM, are now being tested in.a 
wind tunnel at Lewis. Propeller model SR-1 is shown installed on the propeller 
test rig in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot wind tunnel in figure 2. 
All three models have eight blades and were designed to operate at a 
cruise speed of Mach 0.8, a tip speed of 244 m/set (800 ft/sec), and a,disk 
loading of 301 kW/m2 (37.5 shp/ft2) at an altitude of 10.67.km (35 000 ft). 
Two of the models, SR-1 and SR-lM, were designed with 30° of aerodynamic sweep 
at the blade tips, and the third, SR-2, has straight blades. Both the SR-1 and 
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SR-Uf mdels incorporated conical spinners, and the SR-2 model incorporated an 
area ruled spinner that was degigned to lower flow velocities in the-hub region 
where choking could be a problem. 
Model SR:lM is actually a modification to the SR-1 des,ign and differs pri- 
marily in the blade twist and camber distribution from hub to tip. This model 
was created when the results of initial wind tunnel tests at the UTRC showed 
that the radial loading differed from the design distribution and the effi- 
ciency was somewhat lower than predicted. The changes incorporated in model 
SR-lM were designed to increase the loading in the outboard region of the blade 
to conform more closely to the initial objective. 
Predicted and measured efficiencies for the three models are tabulated in 
t.able I. The values shown are at the design loading and tip speed of 301 kW/m2 
(37.5 shpkft2) and 244 m/set (800 ft/sec), respectively, which results in a CP 
.of 1.7 and-:a -3. of 3~06. The current prediction-design-point efficiency of 
SR-1 is'over 2.percent higher than that of SR-2. This- reflects the anticipated 
benefit of the 30° of blade sweep. However, when these models were tested, 
their measured efficiencies were about the same and were close to the predicted 
value for SR-2. Because the slightly higher than predicted performance for 
SR-2 may be associated with the area-ruled spinner used on this model, further 
tests of this spinner configuration are planned. 
Tests of model SR-lM showed that the modifications made to the blade twist 
and camber distributions did not improve the design point efficiency even 
though recent radial wake survey measurements made downstream of the blades in- 
dicated that the intended radial loading distribution had been achieved and no 
gross flow problems occurred. At lower Mach numbers, however, model SR-lM per- 
formed significantly better than models SR-1 and SR-2. For example, at Mach 
0.7 SR-lM's 81;7 percent efficiency was about 1.5 percent better than either 
SR-1 or SR-2. The value of 81.7 percent is within 4 percent of the ideal in- 
duced efficiency (inviscid) limit of 85.1 percent and thus is about as high as 
can be practicably achieved for a thin bladed propeller operating without com- 
pressibility losses. 
The results obtained from the models tested so far suggest that the lower 
than predicted efficiencies at design conditions may have resulted from higher 
than anticipated compressibility losses. This, in turn, suggests that perfor- 
mance at the higher cruise speeds may be improved by the use of additional 
blade sweep. 
It is appropriate at this point to compare the model test results with the 
efficiency goal of 80 percent, a value assumed in the inital RECAT studies 
references 9 to 13. This is done for model SR-lM in figure 3 - a plot showing 
the effect of cruise Mach number and loading on efficiency. The SR-lM test data 
used in this figure differ somewhat from data shown in table I in that the blade 
angle and tip speed were chosen for maximum efficiency at the specified value 
of loading rather than holding the design value for J and thus fixing tip 
speed. It should also be noted that the power loading (power/diameter2 or P/D2) 
varied with the cruise velocity cubed by maintaining constant values for Cp/J3. 
Such a variation approximately matches the thrust levels required by a family 
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of similarly sized aircraft, each designed for different cruise speeds. 
At the design cruise speed of Mach 0.8 and 100 percent loading, the meas- 
ured efficiency for model SR-lM was less than 3 percent below the goal. By 
reducing the loading to somewhat less than 70 percent of design (and thus in- 
creasing the propeller tip diameter a little over 20 percent) the efficiency 
goal of 80 percent can be obtained. This efficiency can also be reached at 
100 percent loading by lowering the cruise speed to slightly less than Mach 
0.75 or by some combination of reduced loading and reduced cruise speed. Re- 
ducing cruise speed or loading also has the effect of reducing the maximum ef- 
ficiency tip speed, and lower tip speeds result in lower noise levels. 
Thus, while current propeller models have not demonstrated the 80 percent 
efficiency goal at design conditions, performance at this level has been de- 
monstrated at reduced loading or reduced cruise speeds. Improvements continue 
to be made in propeller aerodynamic design methodology based on new test re- 
sults and analysis. Performance improvements are expected to result from ad- 
ditional blade sweep, improved area ruling in the hub, and a better understand- 
ing of the propeller flow field through improved flow survey testing. These 
improvements are expected to result in obtaining the 80 percent efficiency goal 
at design loading and Mach number. 
A new propeller model, designated SR-3, is currently being fabricated for 
wind-tunnel tests in April and May of this year. This model is the first to be 
designed with acoustic considerations. Its plan form and significant design 
characteristics are compared with models SR-1, SR-lM, and SR-2 in figure 4. 
The tip speed, loading, and number of blades are the same for all of these 
models. But the tip sweep angle was increased to 45' for model SR-3 because of 
the expected aerodynamic and acoustic benefits. Because of this and other re- 
finements in the blade design procedures and spinner area ruling, the estimated 
design efficiency is 2 percent higher, and the estimated design cruise noise 
level is 6 dB lower than the SR-1 and lM designs. 
NASA's current propeller model test program is diagramed in figure 5. 
Four propeller design approaches, in terms of cruise Mach number, tip speed, 
loading, and number of blades, are included in the model program so that the 
trade-offs among the more important propeller design parameters may be eval- 
uated. 
The first approach assumes an 0.8 cruise Mach number, ei ht blades, a 
244-m/set (800-ft/sec) tip speed 3 , and a 301-kW/m2 (37.5-hp/ft ) disk loading. 
Three models, SR-1, SR-2, and SR-lM, have been designed, built, and are being 
tested to determine their performance and noise characteristics. A fourth 
model, SR-3, has been designed, is being built, and will be tested to determine 
the effect of additional sweep and improvements in design methodology. A fifth 
model in this category, SR-4, will be used to evaluate the benefit of advanced 
airfoils on performance. 
Because propeller noise level requirements are, at present, uncertain, two 
lowertip-speeds-design approaches are planned. Both will have 10 blades and 
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lower disk loadings (larger tip diameters) to maintain high efficiency at the 
lower tip speeds. The 213-m/set (700-ft/sec) tip-speed SR-6 model is expected 
to have an efficiency about the same as SR-3. And the 183-m/set (600-ft/sec) 
tip speed SR-5 model is expected to have a slightly lower efficiency than SR-3, 
but SR-5's tip relative Mach number is just sonic and therefore much lower noise 
levels are expected. 
A final design approach, which assumes a 0.7 cruise Mach number, is in-. 
eluded in the plan to assess the benefits of lower cruise speeds on propeller 
design. The design of this model will be compared with an 0.8 cruise Mach num- 
ber design to determine if there is enough difference in the resulting blade 
shape and predicted performance to justify fabrication and test. If not, the 
test results of a 0.8 Mach number design operating off-design down to Mach 0.7 
will be used to assess the effect of lower cruise speed on propeller design 
performance. 
The test results from the propeller models representing each design ap- 
proach will be used with results from other tests and design studies affecting 
the propeller design to define a system-optimized design, designated SR-7. The 
other studies include the development of improved aerodynamic and acoustic de- 
sign tools, studies of full-size blade structural designs, aeroelastic model 
tests, fuselage noise attenuation design studies, and aircraft system studies. 
A model of the SR-7 design will be tested to verify predicted performance. 
Then, a full scale model of this design, or a modification of it, will be built 
and flight tested as part of phase II of the program. 
PROPELLER NOISE AND FUSELAGE ATTENUATION 
Propeller Noise 
For an advanced turboprop aircraft to be competitve with an advanced tur- 
bofan aircraft, the turboprop cabin interior during cruise should be equivalent 
in comfort (low levels of noise and vibration) to that of the turbofan aircraft. 
However, quiet cabin interior will be more difficult to achieve in the turbo- 
prop aircraft because its fuselage is in the direct noise field of the propel- 
ler (whereas the inlet duct of a turbofan shields the fuselage from fan noise). 
Some preliminary noise tests of SR-1 and SR-2 were completed in 1976 in 
the UTRC Acoustic Research Tunnel (fig. 6). To simulate Mach 0.8 cruise oper- 
ation, the tunnel was operated at its maximum through-flow Mach number (Mach 
0.32), and the propeller model was oversped so that the blade tip relative Mach 
number was the same as for the Mach 0.8 cruise condition. The propeller model 
had only two blades in these tests because of the limited horsepower of the 
electric drive rig. Microphones were located on a line parallel to the propel- 
ler axis of rotation at three radial distances in the near field,and one radial 
distance in the far field. Measured noise levels in the tunnel were compared, 
with levels predicted by a theoretically based computer program. Empirical 
adjustments were made to the noise prediction program, which was then used to 
predict full-scale propeller noise at the desired altitude and cruise condi- 
tions. The overall near-field sound pressure level (SPL) of SR-1 and SR-2 at 
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Mach 0.8 cruise is 14623 dB. The 6-dB uncertainty band is a result of imper- 
fections in the testing technique and the prediction program. 
With the intent of acquiring better propeller noise data at Mach 0.8 
cruise conditions, two feasibility studies were conducted: one of a high-speed 
wind tunnel and the other of flight tests (fig. 7). For the flight tests the 
0.61-m (Z-ft) diameter propeller model would be mounted above the fuselage of a 
JetStar aircraft, and the fuselage instrumented with microphones. The flight 
tests would yield high quality acoustic data with respect to noise level, spec- 
tral content, and directionality. Data obtained from the high-speed wind tun- 
nel, however, would be uncertain with respect to both level and directionality. 
Such an uncertainty in the tunnel data is extremely difficult to quantify with- 
out comparison with flight data. Thus a decision was made to proceed with the 
flight tests. 
Fuselage Attenuation 
The noise perceived by the passenger inside the cabin is a strong function 
not only of the noise generated by the propellers, but also of the noise atten- 
uated by the fuselage and interior cabin construction. The present state of 
affairs is illustrated in figure 8. The desired cabin noise level is assumed 
to be 75 dB A. Assuming the cabin noise to be dominated by the blade passing 
frequency tone at 160 Hz, the sound pressure level would be 90 dB inside the 
cabin. An aircraft with a conventional fuselage and wing-mounted turboprops 
could tolerate a propeller noise level outside the cabin of about 110 dB. 
Now, consider the propeller noise level estimated from the 1976 tests of 
SR-1 and -2; that is, 14623 dB. By tailoring the sweep and planform of the. 
SR-3 blades for lower noise, a sound pressure level of about 140 dR is pre- 
dicted. A further reduction to about 135 dB might be achieved by using new 
low-noise airfoils. That is probably the lower limit of propeller noise for 
the design parameters noted (eight blades; tip speed, 244 m/set (800 ft/sec); 
power loading, 301 kW/m2 (37.5 hp/ft2)). 
However, a 135-dB propeller noise level is about 45 dB above the desired 
cabin noise level and about 25 dB above the noise level that ean be attenuated 
with conventional fuselage construction. Four ways of bridgfng-this 25-dB gap 
have been suggested: (1) Design propeller tip speed could be reduced to lower 
the noise generated by the propeller. (2) Fuselage design and cabin acoustic 
treatment can almost certainly be improved using conventional techniques to in- 
crease noise attenuation. (3) The propeller and fuselage design can be inte- 
grated, particularly in the selection of propeller blade passing frequency and 
fuselage acoustic modes. This is expected to produce even greater improvement 
in propeller noise attenuation. (4) Finally, the engine location on the air- 
craft can be optimized; for example, mounting the engines farther outboard on 
the wing or on the aft end of the fuselage behind the passenger cabin would re- 
sult in less cabin noise. 
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Three quite different fuselage structural concepts for attenuating propel- 
ler noise are illustrated in figure 9. A conventional fuselage attenuates 
noise generated at different frequencies as shown in figure 9(a). The least 
attenuation occurs in the frequency range of several-hundred hertz; Unfortun- 
ately, the blade passing frequency of many propeller designs falls in this 
range. Three concepts have been suggested to resolve this problem: 
(1) One concept involves structural tuning and damping (fig. 9(b)) wherein 
the structure is designed to couple in preferred modes of vibration the acous- 
tic energy that can then be effectively reduced by damping material. When only 
discrete tones are the source of excitation, the structure can be tuned to 
have much reduced response at those frequencies. This concept is currently in 
a state of analytical development, although some encouraging experimental re- 
sults have been obtained. For this reason only very general trends of noise 
reduction and attendant weight5 of fuselage structure change are available. 
(2) The increased stiffness approach to attenuating propeller noise is 
shown in figure 9(c). High stiffness is achieved by fastening aluminum skin to 
closely spaced aluminum and graphite-epoxy frames. This concept is more effec- 
tive at lower propeller blade frequencies. Thus, lower propeller tip speed and 
fewer blades enhance propeller noise attenuation. (Of course, lowering propel- 
ler tip speed is also a way to reduce the noise generated by the propeller.) 
(3) The double limp wall concept (fig. 9(d)) is more effective at the high- 
er propeller blade frequencies. Attenuation improves as propeller tip speed 
increases, but then, so does propeller noise generation. The double limp wall 
concept also is in the development stage. It may, for example, be necessary to 
increase the number of propeller blades in order to raise the blade passage 
frequency to a value that will allow the fuselage wall to exhibit mass-like be- 
havior. Also, structural damping may be required in order to approximate mass- 
like response. 
It is quite possible that an optimized fuselage acoustic design will selec- 
tively employ portions of all three concepts to obtain maximum noise reduction 
with minimum weight penalty. 
AIRFRAME-PROPULSION SYSTEM INTEGRATION 
The initial systems studies (refs. 9 to 15) identified the integration of 
the turboprop propulsion system with the airframe as one of the areas of high 
uncertainty that requires additional research. The integration of a turboprop 
is more critical than that of a turbofan because of the large interaction be- 
tween the slipstream and wing. As outlined in the studies, the combination of 
a supercritical swept wing and the highly loaded propeller can give rise to a 
considerable level of aerodynamic interference. Inherent in the slipstream are 
Mach number and swirl increments of approximately 0.05 and 6.00, respectively. 
Both of these flow perturbations can significantly affect the flow over a 
supercritical wing which has been designed to operate at a specific Mach num- 
ber. Either can cause the section of the wing within the slipstream to operate 
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well into drag-rise , effectively reducing the installed performance of the pro- 
peller. In addition, the propeller will be subject to a nonuniform flow field 
created by the airframe, thus potentially reducing its performance. 
To reduce the uncertainties associated with the installation of these ad- 
vanced turboprop propulsion systems, a combined experimental and analytical 
research program has been initiated. The primary objectives, as enumerated in 
figure 10, are to assess the magnitude of the aerodynamic interference, to un- 
derstand the aerodynamic phenomena associated with the installation, and to 
develop an analytical and experimental data base. The data base will be ac- 
quired using a slipstream simulator and a powered semispan model. The deter- 
mination of the aerodynamic interference between the propulsion system and air- 
frame will significantly contribute to the technol,ogy required to establish the 
overall performance potential of the proposed high-speed turboprop aircraft. 
The design and optimization of the propulsion system installation requires a 
detailed understanding of the aerodynamic and flow characteristics associated 
with this type of installation. The development of the analytical and experi- 
mental data base will contribute to this understanding. 
Experimental Program 
Current experimental programs for the near future include two complement 
tary test programs: the first uses a simulated propeller slipstream, and the 
second, an active propeller. 
The slipstream simulator program (fig. 11) provided fundamental force and 
pressure data on the interaction of a representative slipstream and a super- 
critical wing. The slipstream was generated using an ejector-driven nacelle 
strut mounted in front of a transonic wing-body model. The ejector-drive na- 
celle was powered by 20 sets of ejector nozzles which controlled the energy and 
hence the velocity of the slipstream. The nacelle also included a set of swirl 
vanes to induce swirl into the slipstream. The wing-body model was mounted on 
a force balance and the wing was pressure instrumented. With this arrangement, 
the effects of slipstream Mach number and swirl on the wing-body forces and 
pressure were determined. To provide a more detailed understanding of the in- 
teraction between the slipstream and wing, a wake rake was used to measure.the 
wake characteristics along the span of the wing. This information provided a 
detailed description of the local drag characteristics along the wing and 
identified the local drag increments resulting from the slipstream-wing inter- 
action. The slipstream simulator test program was conducted in the latter part 
of fiscal year 1977 in the Ames Research Center 14-foot wind tunnel. The re- 
sults are shown in figure 11. For. all test points the slipstream Mach number 
was higher than the cruise Mach number by 0.075. With zero swirl in the simu- 
lated slipstream, aircraft drag increased about 2.5 percent. Theory predicts 
that, as swirl increases in the slipstream, aircraft drag will decrease. The 
experimental data bear this out, except for an anomaly at a 6O swirl. The rea- 
son for this is not yet known. These preliminary results show that the drag 
penalties associated with the interaction of a turboprop slipstream and a super- 
critical wing are not excessive and that the potential does exist to recover 
some of the propeller swirl losses with the wing. 
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The second, or active propeller program will provide a more accurate esti- 
mate of the interference between the propulsion system and the airframe, in-' 
eluding the effects of the installation on the actual propeller performance. 
This test program, which will be conducted in the Ames ll- by 11-foot wind tun- 
nel during the first half of fiscal year 1979, will use an active propeller 
mounted on a semispan.wing-body model. To insure consistency between these 
results and those of the isolated propeller tests, the propeller blades of the 
two test programs are the same aerodynamic design. Furthermore, the semispan 
wing-body model is a scaled version of the full-span model used with the slip- 
stream simulator. This will allow a detailed comparison with the slipstream 
simulator data. The propeller on the semispan model will be powered by an air 
turbine motor and be instrumented for propeller thrust and power measurements. 
The wing-nacelle combination will be mounted on a floor balance and be instru- 
mented for pressure measurements. 
The slipstream simulator tests and the active propeller tests complement 
each other. The slipstream simulator tests, although providing only an approx- 
imate simulation in terms of slipstream Mach number and swirl, does allow the 
individual interactions to be investigated separately and in combination. Be- 
cause of the necessity of maintaining the alinement between the ejector nacelle 
and the free-stream flow direction, only measurements corresponding to the con- 
ditions around the cruise angle of attack can be obtained. However, the relad 
tive position of the slipstream and wing can be easily varied. In contrast, 
the active propeller program provides an accurate and complete simulation of 
the flow field over the full angle-of-attack range. However, it is more diffi- 
cult to identify the effects of the various flow perturbations and to vary them 
to establish trends that can be used to optimize the installation. Jointly 
though, these two test programs should provide a detailed understanding of the 
various interference effects and establish an accurate assessment of installed 
performance of these high-speed turboprops. 
Analytical Program 
To provide an analytical base for the integration of these advanced tur- 
boprop propulsion systems, two approaches are being pursued: The first is to 
apply existing linear paneling techniques to the wing-nacelle-slipstream com- 
bination as described in reference 16. Although these techniques are applie 
cable only subcritically, it is believed that many of the potential transonic 
flow problems can be identified by examining the local‘pressure distributions 
at subscritical conditions. Several paneling techniques are being applied to 
this area.*and include those described in references 16 to 18. The accuracy of 
these methods will be evaluated using the experimental results obtained from 
the test programs. The second, a long-range analytical effort, is to develop 
a transonic computational technique capable of analyzing a wing-nacelle- 
slipstream combination under transonic flow conditions. 
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PROPELLER AND GEARBOX MAINTENANCE 
A study of turboprop system realiability and maintenance costs was com- 
pleted in May 1977 by Detroit Diesel Allison (DDA) for Lewis. The objectives 
of the study were to determine the overall reliability and maintenance costs 
(R&MC's) of past and current turboprop systems and then to project-the R&MC im- 
provements that could be expected for new turboprop systems for the 1985-1990 
IOC. Hamilton Standard (HS) was a subcontractor to DDA and provided information 
on past, current, and new propellers. The aircraft stndied were the Lockheed 
L188 Electra, Convair CV580, and Lockheed L382 Hercules. These aircraft were 
powered by the DDA 501-D13 turboshaft engine and either the DDA 606 propeller 
or the HS 54H60 propeller. The data used in the study were obtained from air- 
line records, outside repair facilities, CAB Form 41, and the DDA reliability 
department records. 
The fully burdened turboprop maintenance cost was quite high. Using data 
from 1966 through 1969 for Electra L188 operations averaging 0.80 hour per 
flight, the turboprop (DDA 501-D13/HS 54H60) maintenance cost was $42.30 per 
flight hour (FH) (in CY 1976 dollars). 
In figure 12 the high maintenance cost of the DDA/HS turboprop is com- 
pared with the maintenance cost of the JT8D turbofan that powered B-737 aircraft 
from 1971 to 1973. The higher turboprop maintenance cost ($53.18/FH) resulted 
from scaling the turboprop so that its thrust capability equaled that of the 
JT8D turbofan at Mach 0.8 and 10.67 km (35 000 ft) altitude. In this compari- 
son, the turboprop maintenance cost exceeds the turbofan maintenance cost by 
$22.71 per engine flight hour or by 74.5 percent. However, most of the dif- 
ference ($18.13) was due to the higher maintenance cost of the older technology 
turboprop core. The small remaining difference ($4.58) comes from the higher 
maintenance cost of the turboprop's propeller and gearbox compared with the 
turbofan's fan and thrust reverser. For future systems it can be assumed that 
the maintenance cost of the core will be no greater for a turboprop than that 
for a turbofan if the same level of technology is used. This leaves the cost 
of the propeller and gearbox, which must be reduced to the level of the fan 
and reverser in order for the turboprop maintenance costs to be comparable 
with the turbofan. 
The cost drivers and design features of the propeller and gearbox from 
the 501-D13/54H60 system were examined in the study to project maintainability 
improvements that could reasonably be expected from a new design for the 1990's. 
The results of that analysis are summarized in figure 13. The unburdened costs 
for the 1960-era turboprop (501-D13/54H60) propeller and gearbox scaled to the 
advanced turboprop mission and size total $4.58 as shown in the left bar. 
These same costs could be reduced to $0.73 in the advanced design by incorpor- 
ating design features that improve maintainability. 
The most significant of these is the elimination of scheduled removals 
through improved fault isolation and diagnostics. This alone accounted for over 
60 percent of the maintenance cost reduction for the propeller and gearbox. 
The use of modularity is another maintainability feature, common to both the 
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advanced propeller and gearbox, which was lacking in the 1960-era turboprop. 
This allows repairs to be made on small. equipment packages without disturbing 
the rest of the engine. Using a simpler design with fewer parts and a more 
reliable heater accounts for the remaining maintenance cost improvements for 
the advanced propeller. 
Other maintainability features of the advanced gearbox design include 
using longer life bearings and the removal or simplification of accessories. 
The engine accessories were removed from the gearbox and installed on the en- 
gine core, as is the case for a turbofan; and the aircraft accessories were as- 
sumed to be aircraft mounted and their multiple drives simplified to a single 
shaft. With this arrangement, accessory failures will not require removal of 
the gearbox as was-the case in the 1960-era turboprops. 
Since the maintenance costs determined for the advanced turboprop are 
only estimates, which could prove to be higher in actual practice, the effect 
of doubling the propeller and gearbox maintenance costs on direct operating 
costs was evaluated using data from the Lockheed and Boeing RECAT studies 
(refs. 11 and 15). As shown in figure 14, the effect is small compared with 
the advantage the turboprop system has over the turbofan. 
ADVANCED TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT STUDIES 
To evaluate the advanced turboprop's overall impact on complete aircraft 
configurations, a number of design studies have been completed. Results from 
three of these studies (refs. 9 to 15) are shown in figures 15 and 16. In 
figure 15, fuel savings of turboprop (or prop-fan) aircraft are shown relative 
to turbofan aircraft. Because of different study aircraft configuration as- 
sumptions, the prop-fan aircraft fuel savings range from 8 to 28 percent for a 
1852-km (lOOO-n.mi.) stage length. In all cases the increased efficiency of 
the prop-fan at lower altitudes and speeds results in greater fuel savings at 
shorter stage lengths. This is one reason why advanced turboprops look partic- 
ularly attractive for the short- and medium-range flight markets currently 
being served by the DC-g, B-737, and B-727 aircraft. 
The largest fuel saving is for the prop-fan derivative DC9-30 (refs. 12 
and 13). The fuel saving is larger than that obtained in the other two studies 
because the comparison is with the current DC9-30 low-bypass-ratio JT8D turbo- 
fan engines. The Douglas study examined two levels of prop-fan performance. 
One assumed an eight-bladed prop-fan with a rotational tip speed of 219.5 m/set 
(720 ft/sec) (corresponding to the Lockheed Electra) and current technology tur- 
.boshaft engine performance, which would result in a propeller efficiency of 
0.73 and an installed cruise thrust specific:~fuel consumption (TFSC) of 0.0738 
kg/hr/N (0.65 lb/lh/hr). The other also assumed an eight bladed prop-fan but 
with a 243.8 m/set (800-ft/sec) tip speed and turboshaft engine performance 
corresponding to the STS-476, a Pratt & Whitney turboshaft engine based on the 
JTlOD engine core, which would result in a propeller efficiency of 0.80 and an 
installed TSFC of 0.0602 kg/hr/N (0.53 lb/lb/hr). Depending on the assumed 
propulsion system efficiency, the derivative prop-fan uses 27 to 33 percent less 
fuel than the DC9-30 at its average operational stage length of 537 km (290 n. 
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mi.). For the same takeoff gross weight and a passenger load factor of 58 per- 
cent, this fuel saving translates into a maximum range improvement of 41 to 
73 percent, depending on the propulsion system efficiency assumed. 
Admittedly, the fuel saving shown for the prop-fan derivative is higher 
because the comparison is with an older technology, low-bypass-ratio turbofan 
rather than a comparable technology turbofan. However, the prop-fan derivative 
does not include the application of any of the other advanced aerodynamics, 
structures, or active controls.technologies that can improve the efficiency 
still further. Also, the low-bypass-ratio engines are the ones that are cure 
rently being used and sold in large quantities on this airplane type. 
In the Lockheed design study (refs. 9 to ll), both the prop-fan and the 
turbofan were developed using 1985 technology. The resulting fuel saving for 
the prop-fan aircraft was 20.4 percent for a typical in-service stage length of 
880 km (475 n. mi.) and a 58 percent passenger load factor. 
The fuel saving for the Boeing prop-fan aircraft compared with an equiva- 
lent technology turbofan (refs. 14 and 15) were more modest, amounting to 
13.5 percent for the wing-mounted configuration at a 926-h (500-n. mi.) stage 
length and 13 percent for the aft-mounted configuration. This smaller fuel 
Saving reflects the Boeing study assumptions of a prop-fan noise level in 
cruise 10 dB higher than the long-range noise goal suggested by Hamilton Stand- 
ard (the higher noise level results in a larger acoustic treatment weight pen- 
alty) and an increase in drag due to the effect of the propeller slipstream on 
the wing aerodynamics. These two critical technology areas were discussed un- 
der Propeller Noise and Fuselage Attenuation and Airframe-Propulsion System 
Integration sections. 
The direction operating cost (DOC) savings identified in these studies 
(fig. 16) reflect the differences identified in the fuel saving comparisons. 
The largest DOC saving was obtained for the DC9-30 prop-fan derivative, even 
at the lower propulsion system efficiency with a TSFC of 0.0738 kg/hr/N (0.65 
lb/lb/hr). The DOC saving for this aircraft at a stage length of 537 km 
(290 n. mi.) was 5.5 percent for fuel at 7.92c/liter (30c/gal) and 9.9 percent 
for fuel at 15.85c/liter (60c/gal). The Lockheed prop-fan aircraft obtained a 
DOC saving for a stage length of 880 km (475 n. mi.) of 5.9 percent for fuel 
at 7.92$/liter (30c/gal) and 8.5 percent for 15.85c/liter. (60c/gal) fuel. For 
the Boeing winrmounted prop-fan, the DOC saving for a 963-km (520-n. mi.j 
stage length was 4.3 percent with 7.92c/liter (30c/gal) fuel and 6.5 percent 
with 15.85c/liter (60c/gal) fuel. The variation with stage length in the DOC 
savings reflects the trade between the fuel savings percentage decreasing with 
increasing stage length while fuel cost, as a fraction of DOC, increases. 
The results of these 1976 design studies indicated a potential fuel 
saving of 10 to 20 percent for a winrmounted prop-fan-powered aircraft rela- 
tive to a comparable technology turbofan for the same mission cruising at 
Mach 0.8. This corresponds to a fuel saving of 20 to 40 percent relative to 
current turbofan aircraft, depending on the current aircraft against which the 
comparison is made. Accounting for all the design differences between the 
prop-fan and turbofan-powered aircraft, these fuel savings would result in a 
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saving in direct operating cost ranging from 3 to.6 percent with 7.92c/liter 
(30c/gal) fuel to 5 to 10 percent with'15.'85c/iiter (60c/gal) fuel. 
Lockheed has completed a follow-on study to their or.iginal RECAT study. 
This study was performed to further assess the advantages of a turboprop- 
powered aircraft for the commercial air transportation system. The advantages 
of the turboprop aircraft were assessed by comparing them with an equivalent 
turbofan aircraft. Revised prop-fan aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics 
were used. The revised data supplied by Hamilton Standard reflected the re- 
sults of the wind-tunnel tests of an eight-bladed propeller model and included 
their predictions for a lO-bladed prop-fan. The revised data show an increase 
in propeller net efficiency of 1.7 percent and an increase in propeller noise 
during Mach 0.8 cruise of 8 dB for the eight-bladed propeller tip speed of 
243.8 m/set (800 ft/sec). The propeller design trade-offs considered included 
variations in propeller tip speed, power blading, and number of blades. Fuse- 
lage wall-treatment-design assumptions and methods were revised. The treatment 
now covers the entire circumference of the cabin rather than just the sidewalls. 
Total treatment length is divided into five segments. Segment length and 
weight varies with propeller diameter, tip clearance, external sound pressure 
level and directivity. Also, minimum inner and outer wall weight structural 
design constraints were imposed for each of the five treatment segments. Be- 
sides the original mission calling for Mach 0.8 cruise and a range of 2780 km 
(1500 n. mi.) two alternative mission were considered: Mach 0.8 cruise with a 
range of 3700 km (2000 n. mi.) and Mach 0.75 cruise with a range of 2780 km 
(1500 n. mi.). Comparisons of turboprop and turbofan aircraft were made using 
alternative and advanced engine technology levels. 
The block fuel results are shown in figure 17. The block fuel used by a 
reference turbofan aircraft for the Mach 0.8 (1500 n. mi.) mission is repre- 
sented by the bottom bar. Using either of two comparable technology turboprop 
aircraft, the block fuel savings is 18 percent. When cruise speed is lowered 
from Mach 0.8 to Mach 0.75, the turboprop block fuel saving becomes 21 percent, 
which value reflects the higher propulsive efficiency of the turboprop at Mach 
0.75. The top two bars show block fuel requirements for a 1990 IOC aircraft. 
The aircraft are powered by turboprop and turbofan engines having 1985 technol- 
ogy (refs. 4 and 5). For these higher technology engines, the turboprop block 
fuel savings is 17 percent. 
In figure 18 comparisons of turboprop and turbofan aircraft are made in 
terms of direct operating cost. The PWA turboprop has an 8 percent lower DOC 
than the turbofan, and the DDA, 10 percent. This additional 2 percent decrease 
in DOC is due to a significant decrease in installed propulsion system weight. 
The middle two bars indicate a 10 percent DOC advantage for the turboprop air- 
craft at Mach 0.75. The top two bars show a comparison for 1990 IOC aircraft. 
The turboprop DOC saving of 8 percent is the same..as for the 1985 IOC aircraft. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Before NASA began the Advanced Turboprop Program in October 1977 as the 
sixth major element in its Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program, NASA supported 
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some wind.tunnel aerodynamic and:acoustic.tests-of,propeller.models, an experi- 
mental wind tunnel program on turboprop-airframe interactions, a.study of tur- 
boprop maintenance and reliability, and.several studies of turboprop-powered 
commercial transports. These efforts have yielded some encouraging results. 
At this time, three highly loaded Mach 0.8 propellers have been built and 
tested. One of these propellers (SR-lM) was 80 percent efficient when tested 
at Mach 0.8 and 70 percent of design loading. When tested at Mach 0.7, pro- 
peller efficiency was 82 percent at design loading and 85 percent at 70 percent 
of design loading. Early experimental results on turboprop-airframe interac- 
tions indicate that installation drag need not be large. Moreover, designing 
the wing to accomodate swirl in the propeller slipstream has the potential of 
reducing installation drag. The study of turboprop system reliability and 
maintenance cost concluded that an advanced turboprop and an advanced turbo- 
fan, using similar cores, would have very competitive maintenance costs. A 
recent study to assess the potential of turboprop-powered aircraft relative to 
turbofan-powered aircraft confirms the earlier study results. With 15.85c/liter 
(60c/gal) fuel, the DOC advantage of the turboprop aircraft is about 10 percent.. 
The fuel saving for medium-range turboprop-powered aircraft is 21 percent for 
Mach 0.75 aircraft and 17 percent for Mach 0.8 aircraft. 
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TABLE I. - MEASURED MODEL PROPELLER PERFORMANCEa 
[Advance ratio, J, 3.06; power coefficient, Cp, 1.7.1 
Configuration Blade tip Design point efficiency, b% Measured 
sweep, . efficiency,c 
deg Current Test data percent 
prediction 
SR-1 30 78;9 77.1 80.2 
SR-lM 30 79.2 77.1 81.7 
SR-2 0 76.6 77.0 80.2 
pta taken in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot wind tunnel. 
Mach 0.8; power loading, 310 kW/m2 (37.5 hp/ft2); tip speed, 











Figure l.- Major areas of advanced turboprop program. 
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Figure 3.- Effect of cruise Mach number on efficiency. Propeller model SR-lM; 
data taken in Lewis 8- by 6-ft wind tunnel; blade angle and tip 
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Figure 4.- Comparison of propeller models. 
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Figure 5.- Current propeller model performance test program. 
Figure 6.- Propeller model tests in UTRC acoustic research tunnel. 
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Figure 7.- Depiction of propeller model mounted on aircraft for acoustic tests. 
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Figure 8.- Propeller and cabin noise. Cruise speed, Mach 0.8; altitude, 
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(d) Double limp wall. 
Figure 9.- Fuselage structural concepts for propeller noise reduction. 
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l ASSESS MAGNITUDE OF AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE 
l UNDERSTAND AERODYNAMIC PHENOMENA 
. DEVELOP ANALYTICAL & EXPERIMENTAL DATA BASE 
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Figure lO.- Airframe-propulsion system integration program. 
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Figure ll.- Effect o.f simulated slipstream on aircraft cruise drag. 



















27.11 JT8D CORE & INSTALLATION 
SCALED IIJRBOFAN 
TURBOPROP (B-737) 
Figure 12.- Comparison of 1960-era turboprop and turbofan maintenance costs. 
Fully burdened cost in 1976 dollars per flight hour; duty cycle, 
1.3 per engine flight hour. 
$4.58 
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Figure 13.- Maintenance cost reduction for propeller and gearbox. Unburdened 
costs in 1976 dollars per flight hour; duty cycle, 1.25 per flight 
hour. 
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Figure 14.- Direct operating cost sensitivity to propeller and gearbox 
maintenance costs. 
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Figure 15.- Turboprop aircraft fuel savings. 
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Figure 16.- Turboprop aircraft operating cost savings. 
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Figure 17.- Effect of aircraft design on block fuel usage. Data from Lockheed 
RECAT follow-on study (NAS2-8612). Mission Characteristics: 
Number of passengers, 200; trip distance, 2780 km Cl500 n. mi.); 
load factor, 100 percent. Design characteristics: four wing- 
mounted engines; eight-bladed propellers (on turboprops). 
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TURBOFAN (JTlOD-2) 
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DOC, t/AVAILABLE-SEAT km 
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Figure 18.- Effect of aircraft design on direct operating costs. Data from 
Lockheed RECAT follow-on study (NAS2-8612). Mission character- 
istics: Number of passengers, 200; trip distance, 2780 km (1500 n. 
mi.); load factor, 100 percent. Design characteristics: four 
wing-mounted engines; eight-bladed propellers (on turboprops). 
Fuel cost, 15.85c/liter (60c/gal). 
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